As concrete buildings continue to become bigger and more complex and the usage of threaded bars for reinforcement in concrete is increasing, SEAoNY will be hosting this seminar to cover the basic features of threaded bars and their usage in concrete building structures. The importance of understanding the unique features of the threaded bars will help in maximizing the benefits of their use as reinforcement in concrete structures.

DATE: Wednesday, February 28th, 2017

PRESENTERS: Steven Bongiorno

LOCATION: Center for Architecture
            536 LaGuardia Place
            New York, NY 10012

CREDITS: 1.5 PDHs will be awarded

COST: $25.00 for SEAoNY members ($35.00 at the door)
      $40.00 for non-members ($50.00 at the door)
      $5.00 for student members

TOPICS: Threaded Bar Reinforcing Systems

AGENDA: 5:45 pm Sign in and Registration
          6:15-8:00 pm Lecture

REGISTER: Online at http://seaony.org/event-2422522

QUESTIONS: Email: admin@seaony.org
            Phone: (646) 736-0694